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Taiwan
win1040.org/prayercalendar/taiwan/

Day 19

OCTOBER | 2022
PRAYER FOR THIS COUNTRY
Praise Report

Praise God for churches and Christian ministries that have continued to grow throughout
the pandemic and current uncertainties. Pray they will be strengthened in the Lord (The
Bible, Acts 16:5).

Prayer Requests

Pray for the government in Taiwan to have wisdom from the Lord as they consider the
future and China’s intentions. May the Lord lead the way through these difficult waters
(The Bible, Isaiah 42:16).

Many people actively practice idol and ancestor worship, making it very difficult to
become a Christian as it means turning their backs on traditional practices. Pray for
courage (The Bible, 1 Chronicles 16:26).

Call to Salvation

Pray that many people will sense the emptiness in their hearts and recognize their need
for a Savior (The Bible, Isaiah 43:1).
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MORE ABOUT THIS COUNTRY
Although Taiwan has enjoyed relative independence for more than 60 years, China has
rapidly increased its intimidation of the tiny island nation in recent years. China’s overall
strategy continues to use both persuasion and coercion to hinder the development of
attitudes favoring independence in the “rebel” Taiwan. China’s focus on building military
strength is seen as a threat by Taiwan as it continues to maintain its autonomy. Taiwan
has continued to foster connections with sympathetic international allies. With a strong
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economy, Taiwan is a leader in computer technology. Unlike China, Taiwan seems more
committed to freedom of religion though Christians only make up six percent of the
population. Most are committed to the traditional ethnic religion. China’s intervention in
Hong Kong has caused many in Taiwan to be fearful of what their future holds.
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